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1. Introduction 

Fuel cell is an electrochemical device which transforms chemical energy stored in fuel 
directly into electrical energy. The only by-products of this conversion are water and heat. 
The factors which affect the intensity of electrochemical processes include properties of the 
materials used for fuel cell components and its working environment. Due to insignificant 
emissions of pollutants during energy production combined with high efficiency of these 
generators, and silent operation, fuel cells are an alternative to technologies of energy 
production from fossil fuels. 

 Studies on fuel cells today focus on extending their life, limitation of weight and size, and 
reduction of costs of manufacturing generators. Individual cell is composed of 
membrane/electrolyte and electrodes at both sides of MEA (membrane electrode assembly) 
(Fig. 1). The whole component is closed at both sides with bipolar or monopolar 
plates/interconnectors. Bipolar plates are the key components of generators since they take 
80% of weight and 45% of costs of the cell [1].The task of the plates is to evenly distribute the 
fuel and air, conduct electricity between adjacent cells, transfer heat from the cell and 
prevent from gas leakage and excessive cooling.  

According to DOE (the U.S. Department of Energy), basic requirements for materials for 
bipolar plates in fuel cells include in particular corrosion resistance under fuel cell’s 

operating conditions, low contact resistance, suitable mechanical properties, high thermal 

and electrical conductivity, low costs of manufacturing [2]. Due to high material and 
functional requirements, few materials can meet these conditions. Bipolar plates in fuel cells 
are typically made of non-porous graphite because of its high corrosion resistance [3]. 
However, low mechanical strength of graphite and high costs connected with processing of 
graphite elevate the costs of manufacturing of fuel cells. Obtaining graphite-based 
composites modified with steel will allow for obtaining the material with improved 
mechanical properties, ensuring suitable corrosion resistance and high thermal and 
electrical conductivity at the same time. The method of powder metallurgy, which allows 
for obtaining even complicated shape of components, eliminates the problem of mechanical 
processing of graphite [4].  
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Fig. 1. Elements of fuel cell. 

2. Materials for bipolar plates 

Metallic materials used for bipolar plates in fuel cells include non-coated stainless steel, 
aluminum, titanium, nickel and materials coated with conducting, nitrogen- and carbon-
based coatings [5-7]. Metals are very good candidate materials for elements of fuel cells 
because they exhibit very high thermal conductivity, opportunities for repeated processing 
and are easy to be machined. Alloy steels are the most common materials used for these 
components (enhanced corrosion resistance, relatively low prices of steel) [8]. The literature 
data allow for the classification of the materials used for bipolar plates according to the three 
basic groups: 

- nonmetals: non-porous graphite/ electrographite [9-14], 
- coated and non-coated metals and nonmetals [15-24], 
- composites [25, 26]. 

The diagram below (Fig. 2) presents the division of materials for bipolar plates according to 
basic groups. Using the criterion of choice of material for a component, one should decide 
whether to choose corrosion-resistant materials, which are often more expensive than other 
available materials or to use cheaper materials. Use of materials which are resistant to 
corrosion, such as titanium or gold, for bipolar plates substantially improves the cost-
efficiency in manufacturing generators, whereas use of generally available stainless steels 
can decrease the effectiveness of work of the cell because of their properties (passivation of 
steel under conditions of operation of fuel cells) [27]. Therefore, searching for materials for 
bipolar plates should involve optimization of all the parameters. Taking into account 
multifunctional nature of the plates, this is extremely difficult. The table below presents the 
materials used (graphite [9-14]), suggested (nickel, titanium, stainless steel [15-24, 28]) or 
being developed (composites [25, 26]).  
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Fig. 2. Materials for bipolar plates in fuel cells. 

Bipolar plates/interconnectors in fuel cells typically have channels on their surface to allow 
for the distribution of media to the electrodes [29]. The shape of channels and direction of 
flow of media might be different for the plate adjacent to anode compared to the plate near 
cathode. Media which flow in to both electrodes can be supplied by means of parallel 
channels, where media flow in one direction or channels where media are supplied to fuel 
cells with opposite directions. Another possible solution is that the media flow in with the 
direction transverse to the cell. The choice and optimization of the shape of the channels in 
bipolar plates affect the operation of the cell, particularly the degree of removal of products 
and distribution of gases to the surface of electrodes. The figure below presents bipolar 
plates with channels (Fig. 3). The essential effect on operation of the cell is from the depth of 
the channels, width of the channels, distance between spirals etc.  

Review of the types of channels concerns in particular the geometry which depends on the 
type of fuel cell and demand for media in a particular cell. The list of opportunities for 
different channel design is obviously not ended and, apart from finding fundamental 
geometry, one should also consider the number of channels in the surface and distances 
between the channels. Proper distance between the channels and the number of channels 
ensure quick diffusion and effective discharge of water, especially in the cathode. However, 
it should be emphasized that among a variety of types of channels used for distribution 
of media in fuel cells, there are no unequivocal research works which would have 
provided evidence of which type is the best.  
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Fig. 3. Bipolar plate in fuel cell with channels which supply media. 

The subject of the present study is the analysis of opportunities for the use of graphite-steel 
composites for components of fuel cells. The proposed composites were obtained by means 
of powder metallurgy. The technology for obtaining the materials used in the study allows 
for the determination of the effect of compaction and sintering on product properties. 
Finding the relationships between the technological parameters and properties of sinters 
allows for obtaining materials with the desired mechanical properties and resistance to 
corrosion. The investigations of sintered stainless steel confirmed that the use of suitable 
parameters of compaction pressure and sintering atmosphere ensures obtaining materials 
with controllable density, pore and grain size, and that suitable chemical composition of 
powders allows for obtaining sinters with the desired functional properties [30-35].  

3. Research materials 

The material composites were obtained from commercial steel powder AISI 316LHD 
manufactured by Höganäs (Belgium) sprayed with water and graphite powder Graphite FC 
(fiber carbon) manufactured by Schunk Kohlenstofftechnik GmbH (Germany). Chemical 
composition of the powder 316LHD is presented in Table 1.  

Powder C 
[%] 

S 
[%] 

Mo 
[%] 

Ni 
[%] 

Cr 
[%] 

Si 
[%] 

Mn 
[%] 

O 
[%] 

N 
[%] 

Fe [%] 

316LHD 0.025 0.005 2.2 12.3 16.7 0.9 0.1 0.30 0.06 balance 

Table 1. Chemical composition of steel powder %. 

Bulk densities for the powders used in the study are contained in Table 2.  

Powders Density [g cm-3] 

316LHD 2.67 

graphite 0.20 

Table 2. Bulk densities for the powders used in the study. 
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Fig. 4 presents the morphology of the powders used for preparation of graphite-steel 
composites. The values of statistical parameters of the particles of steel and graphite 
powders are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 in the form of histograms. Table 3 contains 
statistical parameters of stereological values of the used powders.  

 
316LHD graphite 

Fig. 4. Powders morphology, magnification x500. 

 
Fig. 5. Histograms of: a) particle surface; b) particle perimeter; c) mean particle diameter; d) 
roundness of the particle in 316LHD powder. 
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Fig. 6. Histograms of: a) particle surface; b) particle perimeter; c) mean particle diameter; d) 
roundness of the particle in graphite powder. 

 

Powders Statistic parameters Area [┤m2] Perimeter [┤m] Roundness 

316LHC 

Minimum  5 13 1.081 

¥rednia wielko]ć ziaren 503 101 1.855 

Maksimum 1 437 195 4.131 

Odchylenie standardowe wielko]ci 
ziaren  

346 40 0.598 

Grafit 

Minimum  1.27 3.64 1.000 

¥rednia wielko]ć ziaren 186 40.6 1.297 

Maksimum 2 285 91.5 3.456 

Odchylenie standardowe wielko]ci 
ziaren  

378 36.8 0.420 

Table 3. Statistical parameters of stereological values for the powders used in the study. 

In order to obtain the sinters, steel and graphite powders were compacted (compaction 
pressure of 200 MPa), and then sintered in vacuum: sintering parameters: T=1250oC, t=30 
min, cooling rate 0.5 oC/min,. Steel and graphite powders were used with the following 
proportions (expressed in mass percentage): 
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 100% 316L; 
 80% 316L + 20% graphite; 
 50% 316L + 50% graphite; 
 20% 316L + 80% graphite; 
 100% graphite. 

4. Research methodology 

4.1 Phase analysis of graphite-steel composites was carried out with X-ray XRD Seifert 3003 
T-T diffractometer. The investigations were carried out using cobalt lamp with the 
wavelength of radiation of ┣CoKα = 0.17902 nm. The diffractometer operated with the 
following parameters: 

- power supply: 30 kV, 
- current intensity: 40 mA, 
- measurement step: 0.2o,  
- time of counting impulses: 10s.  

4.2 Microstructural analysis of the obtained composites were carried out using Axiovert 
optical microscope.  

4.3 Hardness tests for the graphite-steel composites were carried out by means of Rockwell 
method in B and F scale.  

4.4 Mean grain size for the composites was determined based on comparison of microscopic 
photographs with the pattern scale (comparative method) according to PN-EN ISO 643 
standard [36]. The investigations were also supported by the results obtained based on the 
research using mercury porosimeter PoroMaster 33.  

4.5 Analysis of porosity of graphite-steel composites was carried out using mercury 
porosimeter PoroMaster 33 equipped in Quantachrome Instruments software for Windows.  

4.6 Analysis of wettability of composites was carried out in a following manner: 3┤l of 
water was dropped on the surface of material which had been previously polished with a 
set of abrasive papers with the finishing paper with grit designation of 2500. Before the 
examination, the material was degreased and left in the air until dry. The images of the 
material with a water drop were analyzed by a MicroCapture micro-camera which features 
software for image analysis. The functionality of angle analysis allowed for the 
determination of Θ angle. 

4.7 Analysis of roughness. In order to determine surface topography and parameters of 
surface geometry in the composites, the examinations using Hommel T1000 profilometer 
were carried out. The examinations of sinter geometry were carried out using measurement 
needle with the ball tip with the radius of 2.5 ┤m. Using the profilometer allowed for the 
determination of the parameters which describe height and longitudinal characteristics of 
the profile [37-38]. 

4.8 Analysis of contact resistance. Techniques of measurement of interfacial contact 
resistance have been broadly discussed in the studies [39-40]. Measurements of electrical 
contact resistance between the surfaces of diffusion layer (GDL, usually carbon composite) 
and bipolar plates (BP) were carried out according to the methodology used by Wang 
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discussed in the studies [41-42]. For the purposes of the present study, the device for 
experimental determination of the relationship between contact resistance and unit pressure 
for a set of pairs of GDL+BP samples of the analyzed materials was designed. 

The pressure acting on the sets of samples was generated by pneumatic press with 
adjustment of pressure force. The pressure force was measured by means of digital force 
gauge (KMM20 + ADT1U-PC (Wobit)) with the following metrological parameters: 

- measurement range: 200 N cm-2; 
- non-linearity: 0.5% of full measurement range; 
- hysteresis: 0.5% of full measurement range; 
- drift error (30 min): 0.2% of full measurement range. 

Resistance in the samples was measured by means of 34401A (Hewlett Packard) device 
connected with the samples by means of a measurement system in Kelvin (four-point) 
configuration. The samples were in the form of the stack composed of two layers of carbon 
composite (carbon paper) which performs the role of a diffusion layer (GDL) in the cell. A 
plate made of composite material was placed between the carbon paper in order to ensure 
even distribution of reactants to the electrodes. The set of studied layers were connected 
with the resistance meter by means of the electrodes made of polished cuprum. The sample 
was electrically isolated from the press components by means of the plates made of non-
conducting PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene, Teflon). The diagram which illustrates the 
method of measurement is presented in Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 7. a) Measurement of contact resistance in the samples which modeled cell components 
b) measurement of ‘inclusion’ resistance with cuprum electrodes and diffusion layer. 
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In order to determine the effect of stress on contact resistance between sintered materials 
and carbon paper, the analysis of contact resistance was carried out with the following stress 
values: 20N cm-2, 40N cm-2, 60N cm-2, 100N cm-2, 140N cm-2, 160N cm-2.  

4.9 Analysis of corrosion resistance in sinters under operating conditions of fuel cell. Key 
impact on operation of fuel cell is from the processes which occur simultaneously during 
reaction on cell electrodes. In the case of the use of metal components for building of 
individual parts, one should take into consideration the possibility of solubilisation of these 
components in working environment of the fuel cell.  

The process of destruction of metals or metal alloys is intensified by acidification of the 
environment as a consequence of reactions which occur in the electrodes. Moreover, the 
process of corrosion is activated through ions from the membrane i.e. F-, SO3-, SO4-, because 
the material which is the most often used for electrolyte in PEM cells is Nafion®. Ions from 
the membrane intensify the corrosion processes in metal elements, whereas the cations 
which are created as a result of solubilisation of these components are the cause of 
‘poisoning’ of the membrane. In consideration of the fact that virtually all the cations show 
higher affinity with sulphonic groups present in the membrane, compared to ion affinity H+, 
cations of metals react with polymer and reduce ion conductivity of the membrane. 
Mechanisms of degradation of the membrane have been broadly discussed in studies by [43-
45]. Both phenomena, i.e. ‘poisoning’ of the membrane and metal corrosion, do not only 
damage individual parts in the cell but they also impact on reduction in efficiency of the 
generator.  

During operation of the fuel cell, one should additionally consider indirect reactions 
between the products of corrosion in metallic components with oxidizers and with the 
fuel. According to the literature data, corrosion products can react with oxygen at the 
cathode side of the cell, creating oxide layers at the electrode surface [46-48]. This effect 
results in blocking pores on the electrode, which leads to reduction in the efficiency of the 
fuel cell. Similarly, on the anode side, hydrogen can reduce metal cations to metallic form. 
The created metal, which is deposited on the anode, blocks electrochemical processes. 
Both phenomena (on the cathode and anode) may lead to a reduction in active surface 
area of catalyst, and, in consequence, to impeding electrochemical processes in fuel cell. 
Shores and Deluga [49] demonstrated in their study that the environment in the initial 
phase of operation of H2/air (PEMFC) cell is acid (pH = 1 - 4), whereas after a certain 
period of time, the environment changes to pH = 6 - 7 [50]. In consideration of the 
phenomena which occur in fuel cell, the solution of 0.1 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 2 ppm F-was 
proposed in order to evaluate corrosion resistance in materials [51-52]. Since the operating 
temperature of PEM fuel cell amounts to ca. 80 oC (this cell belongs to low-temperature 
cells), the corrosion investigations were carried out at the temperature of 80 oC ± 2oC. 
Thermostat system allowed for maintaining constant temperature of the solution. The 
proposed corrosion environment allowed for a rough simulation of operating conditions 
in fuel cell and the evaluation of corrosion parameters in metal components of the cell was 
possible.  

During potentiokinetic measurements, the working electrode was provided by the sintered 
steel, whereas the reference electrode was saturated calomel electrode, whereas platinum 
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wire was used as auxiliary electrode. The sintered samples had been previously polished 
with a set of abrasive papers with grit of 60, 80, 100, 180, 400, 800, 1000, with the finishing 
paper with grit designation of 2500. During electrochemical measurements, corrosion 
solution was saturated with oxygen or hydrogen. Both gases were obtained by means of an 
electrolyzer. Before and during measurements, the solution was saturated with a respective 
gas (ca. 1 hour). Potentiokinetic testing was carried out at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1. This 
scanning rate prevented too deep etching of the material during a single potentiometric 
measurement and was sufficient for registration of only Faraday processes in the electrode. 
Potentiokinetic curves were recorded after 10 seconds from the moment of putting the 
sample into the solution. The range of potential varied from the cathode values (-0.8 V vs. 
SCE) to anode values (1.8 V vs. SCE). Polarization curves were recorded by means of 
electrochemical measurement station CHI 1140 (CH Instruments, USA) connected to the 
computer. Polarization curves were used for determination or evaluation of the following 
corrosion parameters:  

- corrosion potential (Ekor) [V]; 
- corrosion current density (ikor) [A cm-2]; 
- current density at anodic potential E= -0.1 V vs. SCE and at cathodic potential E=0.6 V 

vs. SCE [A cm-2];  
- polarization resistance (Rp) [Ω cm2]. 

Determination of the polarization resistance Rp allows for the evaluation of the corrosion 
rate. After the determination of corrosion potential, the sample was subjected to the 
potential from the range of Ekor ± 20 mV. This means the range where the Stern-Hoar 
relationship is valid: density of external current is linear function of potential. Tangent of 
slope angle for the relationships of E = f(i) is reversely proportional to the corrosion rate. It 
should be emphasized that the corrosion rate determined by means of polarization 
resistance method might differ even by several times from the value of corrosion rate 
determined through extrapolation of Tafel sections, which, on the other hand, differ from 
stationary gravimetric measurements. For this reason, in order for the results to be 
comparable, research station, methodology and conditions of the research was defined in 
details as above.  

Corrosion current density was obtained from extrapolation of tangents to anode 
potentiokinetic curves with the slope of 0.04 V/decade (it was adopted that the process 
of anode solubilisation of the sintered steels occurs according to Bockris mechanism  
[53-54]). The extrapolation method allowed for evaluation of the corrosion rate in 
composites.  

5. Results and discussion 

5.1 X-ray examinations 

Fig. 8. presents the diffractograms of graphite-steel composites. As results from X-ray 
examinations, the sinter 316L exhibits austenitic structure (CrFeNi phase). Steel sinters 
modified with graphite revealed the presence of hexagonal graphite and rhombohedral 
graphite (unstable thermally), made of deformed hexagonal graphite [55]. 
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Fig. 8. Diffractograms of graphite-steel composites. 

5.2 Microstructural examinations, density and hardness of sinters 

Fig. 9 presents microstructures in graphite-steel composites. 

 
100% 316L 80% 316L + 20% graphite 
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50% 316L + 50% graphite 20% 316L + 80% graphite 

 
100% graphite 

Fig. 9. Microstructures of graphite-steel composites, magnitude 100 x.  

Table 4 contains the values of density for 316L steel sinter and graphite-steel composites. 
Addition of graphite to the material reduces density from the level of 7.16 g cm-3 for steel to 
the level of 2.35 g cm-3 for the sinter modified with 80% of graphite. Modification of steel 
sinter 316L with graphite allows for obtaining materials with reduced density. With respect 
to future applications of these materials for bipolar plates in fuel cells, the use of light 
materials will allow for achievement of one of the most essential goals of hydrogen 
technologies, i.e. reduction in generator weight. Addition of graphite to steel sinter impacts 
also on material hardness. Change in sinter hardness with concentration of graphite in the 
composite is presented in Table 4.  

Composites  Densisty of sinter [g cm-3] Hardness 
100% 316L 7.16 ± 0.38 79 ± 3.75 HRB 
80% 316L + 20% grafit 6.93 ± 0.34 45 ± 4.15 HRB 
50% 316L + 50% grafit 3.81 ± 0.19 35 ± 1.75 HRB 
20% 316L + 80% grafit 2.35 ± 0.11 86 ± 4.30 HRF 
100% grafit 1.97 ± 0.09 97 ± 4.85 HRF 

Table 4. Density and hardness of graphite-steel composites. 
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5.3 Stereology of composite grain size 

Table 5 contains mean cross-sectional surface area, mean number of grains per mm2 of the 
surface and mean number of grains per mm3 of graphite-steel composites. Based on the data 
contained in the table, one should note that no effect of chemical composition of the sinter 
on mean grain size is observed. Mean grain diameter varies from 48 to 68 mm, whereas the 
greatest grain diameters are observed for the sinter with 50% proportion of graphite. The 
data are also presented in Fig. 10.  

Composites 
Mean grains 

diameter 
[mm] 

Mean surfach 
of grains 

[mm2] 

Mean 
number of 
grains per 

1mm2 

Mean 
number of 
grains per 

1mm3 

100% 316L 0.055 0.00346 227 3 633 
80% 316L + 20% grafit 0.048 0.00195 512 11 585 
50% 316L + 50% grafit 0.068 0.00427 280 4 492 
20% 316L + 80% grafit 0.055 0.00346 227 3 633 
100% grafit 0.051 0.01275 210 3 369 

Table 5. Mean values of grain parameters in graphite-steel composites. 

 
Fig. 10. Relationship between mean grain diameter in graphite-steel composite and 
proportion of graphite in the composite. 
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5.4 Composite porosity 

A variety of materials and methods of modification of the surface of materials used for 
bipolar plates points to rising interest in fuel cell technologies, with particular focus on the 
design of the cell. Main requirements concerning commercial use of materials for 
manufacturing fuel cells is the relationship between high corrosion resistance and low 
contact resistance, with low costs of manufacturing. Corrosion rate, contact resistance and 
wettability of material depend to some degree on material porosity. Therefore, the 
investigations of functional properties were started from the analysis of pore composition in 
the sinters included in the study.  

Assessment of porosity concerned graphite-steel composites. 316L steel sinters with 
addition of graphite exhibit varied porosity depending on the proportion of graphite.  
Fig. 11a presents hysteresis for intrusion and extrusion pressure for mercury in 316L 
sinter. Narrow pressure hysteresis loop points to the presence of flat pores in the material. 
Similar profile of hysteresis for mercury intrusion and extrusion pressure was found for 
other composites included in the study. Fig. 11.b. presents distribution of pore diameters 
in the sinters included in the study. It should be emphasized that graphite-steel 
composites show pores with diameters which correspond to mesopores. Only in the sinter 
with 50% proportion of graphite no pores from the range of diameters corresponding  
to mesopores were found, whereas macropores with diameters over 0.08 ┤m were 
observed. 

 
Fig. 11. Hysteresis of mercury intrusion/extrusion in graphite sinters and distribution of 
pores depending on the proportion of stainless steel in the sinter.  

Table 6 presents the values of porosities evaluated based on microstructural examinations 
and tests using mercury porosimeter. The lowest porosity among the composites studied 
was found for 316L steel sinter (9.59%). Addition of graphite with the amount of 20% 
considerably enhances porosity of material compared to steel sinter. Other sinters, enriched 
with 50% and 80% of graphite, exhibit lower porosity compared to the sinter of 80% of 316L 
+ 20% of graphite, but this is still the value higher than the value of porosity estimated for 
316L sinter.  
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Rodzaj kompozytu Porosity [%] 

 100% 316L 9.59 

 80% 316L + 20% grafit 14.43 

 50% 316L + 50% grafit 12.17 

 20% 316L + 80% grafit 11.09 

 100% grafit 10.73 

Table 6. Comparison of porosity in graphite-steel composites. 

5.5 Investigations of sinter wettability 

In consideration of the degree of wettability, the materials are typically divided into 
lyophilic materials, which have strong affinity for water (these materials attract water 
particles) (Fig. 12a) and the materials which repel water particles, termed lyophobic (Fig. 
12b). Contact angle Θ provides a measure of wettability, which is an angle between the 
surface of a solid and tangent going through the point of contact of solid, liquid or gaseous 
phase determined for the liquid phase. It is conventionally adopted that solid bodies which 
are characterized by contact angles of Θ < 90° are wettable; these materials show high 
surface energy (if the liquid is water, these materials are termed hydrophilic). Materials 
which exhibit contact angle of Θ > 90° are regarded to be non-wettable (lyophobic or, 
alternatively, hydrophobic = low surface energy).  

 
Fig. 12. Diagram of wetting hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials. 

In order to determine the effect of chemical composition of a composite on surface 
wettability, the analysis of wettability was carried out through evaluation of the value of Θ 
angle. The investigations concerned 316L steel sinter and sinters with addition of graphite. 
Fig. 13 presents contact angles evaluated for composite materials. A linear relationship 
between the proportion of graphite and surface wettability: contact angle increases with 
proportion of graphite in the composite. The highest contact angle was found for the sinter 
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of 100% graphite (102o). Addition of graphite to steel affects surface energy of the material: 
hence, composites which contain 50% and more of graphite are numbered among a group of 
materials which are not hydrophobically wettable. The value of Θ angle evaluated for the 
materials used in the study are contained in the Table 7.  

 
Fig. 13. Contact angle evaluated for graphite-steel composites. 

Composites Contact angle Θ [o] 

100% 316L 75 ± 0.15 

80% 316L + 20% grafit 83 ± 0.23 

50% 316L + 50% grafit 94 ± 0.28 

20% 316L + 80% 434L 97 ± 0.32 

100% grafit 102 ± 0.37 

Table 7. Values of contact angles for graphite-steel composites. 

The authors of the study [56] demonstrated that material porosity affects contact angle. Fig. 
14 presents the relationship between contact angle and sinter porosity. As can be observed, 
the relationship of both parameters which characterize the surface is non-linear. The 
materials whose porosity varies from 10 to 12% are numbered among hydrophobic 
materials. In the case of graphite-steel composites, with porosity higher than 12%, contact 
angle is lower than 90o. 

5.6 Sinter roughness measurements 

The available literature reports that contact resistance and wettability depend on surface 
geometry [57-58]. If a material is hydrophobic, a drop covers roughness in the surface and 
smoothens the unevenness (homogeneously) or it only touches the roughness, leaving a 
space between the drop and the solid (heterogeneously) (see Fig. 15).  
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Fig. 14. Effect of porosity on contact angle in graphite-steel composites. 

 
Fig. 15. Behavior of a drop on hydrophobic material depending on surface geometry: (a) 
homogeneous, (b) heterogeneous. 

Table 8 contains the values of height and longitudinal parameters for 316L sintered steel and 
graphite-steel composites. The substantial impact on surface geometry in sinters is from the 
presence of graphite. In the case of rough surface, an insignificant contribution of contact 
surface is observed. It is essential for fuel cells that the surface of the material for these parts 
is smooth, which is obtained through polishing or covering the surface with a coating [59]. 
Graphite, as a material with high porosity is subjected to polishing in order to obtain the 
smooth surface. 
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As results from the data contained in Table 8, addition of 20% of graphite to the composite 
considerably increases surface roughness. Further addition of graphite to the steel 
insignificantly reduces roughness, but it is still higher than roughness in 100% steel sinter 
316L. This fact should be closely associated with the porosity revealed for individual 
composites.  

Composites 
Parameters of surfach geometry 
Height feature of profile  Lengthwise feature of profile 
Ra [┤m] Rz [┤m] Sm [mm] Dp [%] 

 100% 316L 4.67 55.7 0.06 25.5 
80% 316L + 20% grafit 7.12 76.5 0.06 32.4 
50% 316L + 50% grafit 6.67  70.9 0.06 28.6 
20% 316L + 80% grafit 6.04 65.4 0.06 24.1 
 100% grafit 5.46 52.3 0.05 23.6 

Table 8. Parameters of surface geometry in graphite-steel composites. 

5.7 Measurements of contact resistance in composites 

In order to determine the effect of composition of a composite on contact resistance of 
interfacial contact, the measurements of contact resistance between graphite-steel 
composites and the diffusion layer were carried out (Fig. 7). An increase in stress value 
causes the decrease in contact resistance, whereas at high values of pressure force, contact 
resistance does not change. The values of contact resistance are the lowest for the system of 
316L steel sinter – diffusion layer (Fig. 16). Addition of graphite to steel sinter elevates 
contact resistance by nearly 40 mΩ cm2 in the case of a composite 80% 316L + 20% graphite.  

 
Fig. 16. Surface contact resistance for graphite-steel composites depending on stress. 
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5.8 Assessment of corrosion resistance in sinters 

With regard to application of the used materials, one should determine corrosion resistance 
in the sinters. Fig. 17 presents the patterns of potentiokinetic curves recorded under 
conditions of work of fuel cell. The sinter 100% 316L is subjected to passivation both under 
conditions of cathode operation and under conditions of anode operation. Corrosion 
potential of the sinter 100% 316L in the analyzed environment does not change whether the 
solution was saturated with oxygen or hydrogen and amounts to –0.30 V vs. NEK. In the 
case of composite graphite-steel materials, addition of graphite caused an increase in 
corrosion resistance of the sinter. As results from the profile of the potentiokinetic curves, 
value of current density in the anode range is decreased even by two orders of magnitude. 
The value of corrosion potential in 316L+graphite sinters is insignificantly changed or 
remains at the same level compared to Ekor for the sinter of 100% 316L. It should be noted 
that the value of corrosion potential for the sinter of 100% graphite is shifted towards 
positive values and amounts to ca. 0.09 V vs. NEK in the solution saturated with O2, and ca. 
-0.02 V vs. NEK in the solution saturated with H2.  

 
Fig. 17. Potentiokinetic curves recorded for graphite-steel composites. 

Values of corrosion parameters estimated based on potentiokinetic curves are contained in 
Tab. 9.  

Parameters 
100% 
316L 

80% 316L + 
20% graphite 

50% 316L + 
50% graphite 

20% 316L + 
80% graphite 

100% 
graphite 

O
2 

en
vi

ro
nm

en
t Ekor [V] -0.336 -0.374 -0.390 -0.379 0.098 

ikor [A cm-2] 90.7 · 10-4 22 · 10-4 13 · 10-4 8.00 · 10-4 5.53 · 10-4 

i przy 0.6V 
[A cm-2] 

2.263 0.128 0.040 0.017 0.005 

Rp [Ω cm2] 30.56 15 784.4 25 615.6 61 244.2 102 404.4 

H
2 

en
vi

ro
nm

en
t Ekor [V] -0.303 -0.357 -0.406 -0.314 -0.026 

ikor [A cm-2] 58.0 · 10-4 9.42 · 10-5 7.76 · 10-5 6.12 · 10-5 9.42 · 10-5 

i przy -0.1V 
[A cm-2] 

0.008 0.004 0.030 0.002 1.26 

Rp [Ω cm2] 687.16 285 641.3 450 340.7 533 957.2 638 985.3 

Table 9. Corrosion parameters of graphite – stainless steel composites. 
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Fig. 18 presents the effect of addition of graphite to sintered steel on polarization resistance 
for the material in the corrosion environment used in the study. The highest corrosion 
resistance was found for the sinter of 100% graphite, whereas sinter of 100% of 316L steel, 
compared to graphite, exhibit nearly 1000 time lower polarization resistance in the 
environment of H2 and several thousand times lower in the environment of O2. The sinters 
are characterized by higher corrosion resistance in the solution saturated with hydrogen 
(including the sinter of 100% 316L), compared to the O2 solution. 

 
Fig. 18. Change in polarization resistance depending on proportion of graphite in a 
composite. 

6. Conclusions  

The main task of bipolar plates in fuel cells is to ensure even distribution of reactants on 
electrode surface. In order to meet this requirement, solid materials are cut the channels 
with a variety of shapes. In the case of use of porous material, obtained by means of powder 
metallurgy, surface unevenness forms the channels which supply and discharge media. 
From the standpoint of economics, the intended porosity of material is beneficial. With 
consideration of seeking new solutions and opportunities in the field of material choice in 
order to facilitate and optimize operation of machines, it seems entirely legitimate to 
investigate the problems analyzed in the present study.  

Based on the investigations, the following conclusions were drawn: 

- through modification of stainless steel with addition of graphite, it is possible to obtain 
materials with desired density (according to DOE requirements), porosity, mechanical 
strength and corrosion resistance; 
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- percentage of individual components in the proposed material impacts on stereological 
parameters of composites; 

- depending on the ratio of graphite to steel in a composites, the materials with different 
porosity can be obtained; addition of 20% of graphite significantly elevates composite 
porosity;  

- addition of graphite to steel affects surface energy in the material, and, consequently, 
the composites with 50% and more of graphite are numbered among a group of non-
wettable (hydrophobic) materials; 

- proportion of individual components in the sinter affects the height and longitudinal 
parameters of surface geometry in composites; 

- porosity in the composites included in the study, values of surface geometry and grain 
diameter affect contact resistance between the composites (bipolar plate in fuel cell) and 
diffusion layer; the lowest value of interfacial resistance was found for 100% 316L 
material which exhibits the lowest porosity and the lowest values which characterize 
surface geometry (the smoothest); 

- the highest corrosion resistance among the materials included in the study is observed 
for 100% graphite; in the case of composite graphite-steel materials, addition of graphite 
caused elevated corrosion resistance in the sinter; addition of 20% of graphite increased 
the value of polarization resistance (Rp) by several hundred times: from 30.56 Ω cm2 to 
15 784,4 Ω cm2 in O2 environment.  
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